Help Them Learn* : This film which runs for a duration of about 30 minutes
contains information on how to help children learn new skills, maintain t hem
and also use it i n various situations (acquisition - maintenance generalization) star ting with early childhood the various situations in which a
person learns skills are shown in the film and specific focus is given at transfer
from school to home and community situation. The film also focuses on how to
enhance creativity, how to break activities in to smaller steps for ease of
learning and how to provide children opportunities to learn from natural
environments. The four principles in instruction namely (a) known principle s to
unknown, (b) simple to complex (c) Easy to difficult and (d) concrete to abstract are
provided w ith appropriate examples in the film. This film is recommended as an
audio-visual aid for Master trainers to use in teaching theory and practical’s
to pre-service student s (DSE (MR), B.Ed. Special Education (MR), Diploma in
Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE), Bachelor of Rehabilitation Sciences
(MR) and to participants at tending in ser v ice and short term training
programme s.
Lang: English

Format: CD

Cost: ₹50/-

* *** *
Make it Easy* : This film is for a duration of 30 minutes where it
highlights sequencing of activities for easy to difficult how to identify low
frequency occurrence (within the daily routine) which can be harmful to the
child such as slipping and falling in the bathroom for instance - how to prevent
such occurrences right in the beginning while making a task analysis for teaching
the child and such other practical problems have been visualized and solutions
are suggested in the film. This would enable the teacher to make the
teaching easy for herself and easy for the child to learn. The film also
provides adaptations of certain gadgets or clothing so that it can be used
without difficult y by a person with mental retardation thus leading towards
independent living skills. Example s have been taken from various domains
include domestic, vocational and functional academics. This film is a good
support as an audio-visual material for Master trainers to explain theoretical
aspects of teaching skills to children with mental retardation, to students at
tending pre-service (DSE (MR)), B.Ed. Special Education (MR), Diploma i n Early
Childhood Special Education (ECSE), Bachelor s in Rehabilitation Science s
(MR) and in-service and short term training programme s. Families of
children with mental retardation can also use these films in teaching different skills
to children with mental retardation
Lang: English

Format: CD

Cost: ₹50/-

* *** *
In order to obtain these materials, you are required to send your requirement
along with the payment in the form of demand draft favouring “The Director,
NIMH”, payable at Hyderabad. The prices are inclusive of postage and handling
charges.
Kindly note: We do not supply our material against postal order, cheque or
through V.P.P.

